Inspiring creativity...

PEDESTAL BC BUZON THIRD GENERATION

Architect: Xavier Jeanette (Liège)

Video assembly available on www.buzon.eu
Unlimited solutions for your next paving project or water fountain
There are no boundaries to your creativity!

The BC Series adopts a new method of fixing tabs to separate pavers, inspiring creative architecture and exploring new horizons.

Independent tabs are fixed to the head of the pedestal and thanks to the unique $360^\circ$ rotation, the space between the pavers will match perfectly.

A slope corrector placed under the base of the pedestal will compensate up to 5% of slope in the substrate, and up to 10% by coupling two correctors.

Upon request* we can supply 3D files to architects and engineers. These files are compatible with main architectural software packages thereby allowing the integration of Buzon pedestals in the plans.

*Schedule of conditions on request.